
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important Components: 

 

You may need more than one type of vision components for your lab requirements but you don't want 
the complexity of dealing with multiple vendors. We provide customized end-to-end solutions for the 
complete lab set-up. 
 

 

    

Camera 
 

Equipment for 
grabbing images. 

  

Lens 
 

Optical device to 
converge transmitted 

light to form images on 
the image sensor. 

 

Lighting 
 

To provide consistent 

illumination of the 

target and help ensure 

that your vision system 

is Robust. 
 

       Mounting 
 

Camera and light 
holding device. Easy to 

adjust positions for 
better image. 

 

         Software 
 

  A Library of 
powerful vision tools 
to combine with the 

cameras and 
peripherals of your 

choice 
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Image Processing is considered to be one of the most rapidly evolving areas of information technology 

today, with growing applications in all areas of business. It forms the core area of research within the 

engineering disciplines at most of the top universities and institutes. The universities will play  a 

central role in leading the digital image revolution, both in research they advance and in the students 

they teach. Begapt expects that Image systems engineering will emerge as a significant field of the 

engineering curriculum. Begapt's CVIP laboratory initiative has been taken to set-up customized 

image processing hardware lab for young students and Researchers to move into the field of Real Time 

Image Processing. 
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VisionScape
 ® 

Software 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 VisionMINI- World’s Smallest 

Integrated Vision System 

AutoVISION Software (WVGA/SXGA 

only): interface for solving basic to 

mid-range vision applications. 
 

Visionscape Software (QXGA standard; 

WVGA/SXGA optional): Enables scripting 

and other advanced programming 

capabilities. 
 

AutoVISION Button: Performs 

automatic focus, photometry, and 

training. 
 

Visible Indicators: Shows inspection 

status and IO state at a glance. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Compact & Lightweight The Vision MINI is 

the world’s smallest fully integrated smart 

camera. Its compact size allows flexible 

positioning in tight spaces. The lightweight and 

durable magnesium alloy case weighs less than 

2 oz. 

Autofocus The AutoVISION button provides 

one button set up of targeting and autofocus, 

and sets internal parameters to optimize image 

capture. 

Reliability & Longevity The Vision MINI 

delivers both high performance and reliability, 

along with the assurance of long term 

availability and support. This is essential for 

research, who require uninterrupted availability 

throughout and enables them to focus on new 

development instead of obsolescence issues. 

Scalable System AutoVISION software allows 

easy expansion to more complex vision 

applications through migration to full 

Visionscape® software. 

 

Powerful Capabilities Features a robust 

tool set to address a wide range of 

automation challenges using vision 

technology. AutoVISION software 

provides an intuitive interface, step-by-step 

guides, and a library of presets that allow 

easy set up and deployment. 

Application Examples  

 Assembly verification (automotive, 

medical devices, packaging) 

 Print quality inspection 

(pharmaceutical, other) 

 Package quality inspection (food and 

beverage) 

 Component presence/absence 

checking (electronics) 

 Part location (robotics, machine 

builder) 

 Part identification (automotive, 

electronics, packaging) 

 

Visionscape Software: Capabilities 

Auto ID Tools  Decoding all standard linear barcodes, Data Matrix, 

and other symbols, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and 

Verification (OCV) 

 

Image Processing Tools Image arithmetic, image rotation and 

warping, binary and grayscale morphology, edge enhancement, other 

image filtering, etc. 

 

Calibrated Dimensional Measurements Variety of preconfigured 

measurements such as line intersection, point-to-point distance, point-

to-line normal, etc. 

 

Intellifind Tool Geometric pattern match tool for robust pattern 

location and pattern recognition in noisy images; includes scale 

measurement. 

 

Application Specific and Custom Tools User-defined expressions 

and math, custom scripted vision processing tools, etc. 

 
 
Visionscape software provides all the elements required to develop 

and deploy machine vision applications in any environment. An 

extensive collection of proven image processing tools and a 

powerful graphical user interface (GUI) enable simple and quick 

implementation of fully capable system. 

 
FrontRunner FrontRunner engineering user interface enables quick and easy creation 

of complex vision applications that can be run on PC-based systems or downloaded to 

the VS-1 smart camera, depending on specific application needs. 

 

AppRunner In the AppRunner standard runtime interface, the user is provided with 

complete system status, with abilities to start/stop the application, collect and review 

failed images, and present other diagnostic information. 

 

Open ActiveX Visionscape includes ActiveX controls and application exam-ples to 

support the creation of applications and custom user interfaces in Visual Basic 6, 

VB.NET and C#. 

 

Customization From operators on the factory floor to application engineers and 

developers, Visionscape software offers a configuration environment that can be 

tailored to different users for maximum productivity. 

 

Minimum PC Requirements: 
Hardware Min.  CPU Min.  Interface 
Windows PC  Core2Duo  1 USB or 1 Network 

Software  Min.   Version   Min. RAM 

Windows XP (32 bit)  SP3   1 GB 

Windows 7 (32, 64 bit)  SP1   2 GB 

Sole Preferred Educational Partner: 

Begapt Tech Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 
New Delhi 

Product Information: info@begaptsolutions.com 

Technical support: support@begaptsolutions.com 


